Step 1: Identify Health & Safety Problem/Issue and Contributing Factors
General Health & Safety Problem/Issue:
High rate of back pain reported by nursing aides

Sub‐Issue:

Sub‐Issue:

Sub‐Issue:

Job is physically demanding
Need to lift and reposition residents

Few rest breaks

Contributing Factors:

Contributing Factors:
More residents sicker and more heavy
than in the past

Each aide cares for more residents than
they can handle comfortably

Lift equipment sometimes unavailable:
broken, too far away, not enough for
quick access

More residents per aide when there are
absences
Need to work fast all the time

Lack of personal fitness

Contributing Factors:

Many aides overweight
Working 2 jobs leaves little time for
recreational physical activity
Fatigue and stress from job gets in the
way of healthy eating and exercise
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Step 2: Set Measureable Objectives & Brainstorm Solution Activities
Health & Safety Goal /Objective
Fewer self-reported instances of back pain in annual
employee health survey

Solution #1

Solution #2

Solution #3

Reduce lifting hazard with safe
resident handling program

Organize work flow to allow more rest

Build strength, flexibility, fitness of
employees

Specific activities/ components
of Solution #1
Purchase more lift and repositioning
equipment
Train aides and other key personnel
for equipment use and maintenance
Ergonomics training on correct
posture/patient handling

Specific activities/
components of Solution #2

Specific activities/
components of Solution #3

Lengthen and protect rest breaks

Core strengthening program

Hire one more aide per unit for peak
caregiving hours--am, pm

Foam rollers, mats, and break space
to stretch and loosen tense muscles

Establish per diem policy to meet
staffing demands during unplanned
absences

Subsidize weight management and
coaching program
Healthy food at worksite for employees

Create long term budget plan for
equipment maintenance, supplies

Discourage working double shifts
Incorporate health coach and core
strengthening in return to work
program
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Step 3: Set Selection Criteria for Evaluating Solution Activities
and Interventions

Activities should be
practical for aides to do on
work time (mostly)
Activities should be
accessible to aides on all
shifts

SHORT TERM
Aides using new equipment
quickly and properly
Residents are made aware and
concerns addressed
satisfactorily
Increased satisfaction of
employees
Aides feel less stressed, feel
reduced physical demands

Activities should not hurt
productivity

Possible concerns of
residents/families about using lifts

Should not require new staffing at Lack of enough funds to purchase
the management level
as much new equipment as need
or want
Costs need to be sustainable
Lack of enough funds to cover as
many additional head count as
desired

Fear of more workers
compensation claims (due to
increased awareness)

LONGER TERM
Decrease in self-reported pain,
increased reports of comfort
A decrease in employee
absences
A decrease in new back injury
rates and claims
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Step 4: Apply Selection Criteria to Solution Activities
& Create 3 Intervention Alternatives
Solution
Activities:
Purchase more lift
and repositioning
equipment
Train aides and other
key personnel for
equipment use and
maintenance

Ergonomics training
on correct
posture/patient
handling
Create long term
budget plan for
equipment,
maintenance, supplies

Solution 1: Reduce lifting hazard with safe resident handling program

Scope/Impact:
50 aides
(assuming all use equip.)

50 aides

50 aides

Benefits/Outcomes:

Resources:

Decreases back strain,
Competes with other
reduce risk of new and repeat $25,000 for 3 sit to stand
desired capital
lifts, 3 full body lifts, 20 slip
injuries, increase resident
improvements
sheets
safety
Increase use of lifts, decrease
$3,000 initial training fees
risk of injury and strain
plus train the trainer for
Lifts available and working
nurse educator
when needed

Decreases back strain,
increases safety

$5,000 ergo consultant for
5 group trainings
$750 aides time to attend
(50x$15/hr)

50 aides

Obstacles:

Time to participate

Time to participate
Tough to find
consultant to do
night

Competes with other
Assures equipment available
40 hours staff time for
desired capital
and working when needed research, analysis, budget
improvements,
preparation

unknown future needs

*Use multiple worksheets to review solution activities, then combine solution activities into intervention alternatives.
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Step 4: Apply Selection Criteria to Solution Activities
& Create 3 Intervention Alternatives
Solution
Activities:

Solution 2: Organize work flow to allow more rest

Scope/Impact:

Benefits/Outcomes:

Resources:

Obstacles:

Lengthen and protect
rest breaks

50 aides

Increases rest/recovery
Reduces risk of strain

Hire one more aides
per unit for peak
caregiving
hours--am, pm

40 aides
(during peak hours)

Reduces physical demands,
reduces stress, slows work
pace to avoid bio-mechanical
overload and accidents

$87,000
4 aides x 1 shift x 4
hrs/shift x $15/hr x 365
days

Extra salary not
reimbursable

Establish per diem
policy to meet staffing
demands during
unplanned absences

50 aides

Maintains staff-patient ration
to avoid overload of physical
demands and stress

$73,000
$25/hr per diem x 8hr shift
x 365 shifts per year
(assumes 1 absence/day)

Union negotiations
Training
policy/practice to
assure continuity of
care

Discourage working
double shifts

50 aides

Promotes rest and recovery
Lowers risk of injury and
accidents

Staff salary fixed until
Develop new policy to
next fiscal year
optimize break schedules
Union
negotiations
Supervisor training on
Lack
of
ergo
expertise
need for rest/recovery

Cheaper for existing
staff to work doubles

Time for administration to
write and communicate
Double shift is popular
policy
for some aides

*Use multiple worksheets to review solution activities, then combine solution activities into intervention alternatives.
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Step 4: Apply Selection Criteria to Solution Activities
& Create 3 Intervention Alternatives
Solution 3: Build strength, flexibility, fitness of employees

Solution
Activities:

Scope/Impact:

Core strengthening
program

Estimated no. of participants:
25 aides + 10 other/year

Stronger muscles, prevent
pain, increase overall
employee fitness

$5300 hired trainer OR use in May require new
house physical therapist
funds and executive
($100/hr x 1 hr/week x 52)
approval
30 minutes of work time twice
a week

Foam rollers, mats,
and break space to
stretch and loosen
tense muscles

Accessible to 50 aides
Estimate 40% will use

Reduce risk of injury
Greater working comfort
Reduce stress symptoms

$100
$15/roller (3) + $10/mat (6) Need to find space
+ semi private space

Subsidize weight
management and
coaching program

20 aides + 20 others

Healthy food at
worksite for
employees

50 aides plus other 50
employees

Incorporate health
Employees returning to work
coach and core
from injury/illness (2/yr)
strengthening in return
to work program

Benefits/Outcomes:

Resources:

?Ask SC to estimate cost
Weight loss reduces back
$$ Dietitian load, can reduce injury risk if
individual and group
combined with fitness training
coaching
and work adjustments

Obstacles:

Unfunded
Aides do not
subscribe to health
plan--not eligible

Helps promote healthy weight, Food service director time to Not a priority for
institute purchasing program food service director
satisfaction, morale
Staff time to negotiate new
Time to research
vending contract
new vending
Helps to assure safe return to
work, builds resilience and
confidence, can help prevent
re-injury

Administrative time for
communication and
coordination with case
management

Union negotiation
Renegotiate scope of
services with RTW
case management

*Use multiple worksheets to review solution activities, then combine solution activities into intervention alternatives.
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Step 5A: Rate Intervention(s)
Intervention A

Intervention B

Intervention C

Title: Reduce lifting hazard

Title: Organize work flow to

Title: Build strength, flexibility,

with safe resident
handling program

allow more rest

fitness of employees

Anticipated scope/impact
(L/M/H)

High

High

Low

Anticipated benefits
(L/M/H)

High

High

Low

Resources needed
(L/M/H)

Medium

Medium

Low

Anticipated obstacles
(L/M/H)

Medium

High

Low

Priority rankings of interventions (optional):
Intervention B best option--gets at source of the load (understaffing). If only per diems, then helpful but less impact.
Intervention A--could be effective with training, along with equipment so it's used.
Intervention C--least expensive, but requires personal commitment of employees to build fitness. May not show results.

Additional notes to the Steering Committees (optional):
Dear Steering Committee, each intervention option could be customized to adjust for budget needs. However, we have to
expect lower results if we take out the costliest items.
We welcome a chance to work together on ideas that meet safety goals and are feasible financially.
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Step 5B: Rate & Select Intervention(s)
Intervention A

Intervention B

Intervention C

Title:

Title:

Title:

Reduce lifting hazard with safe
resident handling program

Organize work flow to allow
more rest

Build strength, flexibility,
fitness of employees

Anticipated scope/impact
(L/M/H)

High

Medium

High (changed from
Low)

Anticipated benefits
(L/M/H)

High

Medium

High (changed from
Low)

Resources needed
(L/M/H)

High

High (changed from
Medium)

Medium (changed
from Low)

Low (changed from
Medium)

High

Medium (changed
from Low)

Anticipated obstacles
(L/M/H)

Topics to discuss with Design Team regarding proposed interventions:
Intervention A: Please clarify--do we not already have lifting equipment? We agree with your ratings, except the obstacles could be low if we can
purchase less equipment or purchase over time.
Intervention B: The cost for extra salary is not billable based state-dictated ratios for reimbursement. Can't afford it. When exactly does the work seem
unmanageable? Could we get this done with per diems?
Intervention C: This seems like a win-win. Everyone in the facility could benefit.

Intervention(s) selected for implementation:
Recommend we proceed with fine-tuning the planning for option C to start. Would like to gather more info from design
team regarding options A and B before providing a formal response on those.
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Step 6: Implement Intervention(s)
Group Process Checklist (Steering Committee):
 Assign leadership roles for the management and oversight of the intervention.
intervention
 Generate a list of key considerations prior to developing an implementation
schedule.
 Develop a schedule for implementation.
 As needed,
needed provide training/orientation sessions to supervisors and middle
management.
 Share key dates and project milestones with the Design Team or non‐managerial
employees.
l
 Prior to implementation, develop organization‐wide communications about the
te e t o aand
d tthee o
overall
e a PExHP p
program.
og a .
intervention

Step 7: Monitor and Evaluate Intervention(s)
Modify if Needed
Group Process Checklist (Steering Committee):
 Verify (monthly) that everything is going according to plan, including:
1. the intervention is receiving needed resources and support
2 the intervention is showing signs of succeeding
2.
 Where possible, adapt the intervention to be even more effective or successful.
 Terminate
T
i
an iintervention
i if there
h
unacceptable
bl bad
b d consequences.
 Develop any required progress reports about the intervention.
 Develop organization‐wide communications about intervention progress and the
overall PExHP program.

